DOOR INSTALLATION FOR FRONT OPENING CASES

(Fig. A)
When installing, note
location of door pulls. They
must be positioned to the
far left, and far right of
showcase. Once installed
doors will slide past each
other, overlapping slightly
in the middle.

(Fig. B) Locate door track at top of showcase.
Note there are two slots: a front slot and a back slot.

(Fig. C) Locate door track at bottom of showcase.
There are two rails: a front rail and a back rail.
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STEP 1
Locate right-hand door panel (door pull will be on the right,
see Fig. A for reference)
Holding glass door with two hands,
lift top of door into the BACK slot at the top of
the showcase. Lift until top of glass touches
top of slot.

STEP 2
While door panel is still lifted inside of BACK track, swing
bottom of panel towards showcase until wheels are positioned
over the BACK RAIL, then lower door gently so wheels are
resting on the rail.
Door should now slide left and right along rail. If it does not
glide smoothly, lift door upwards and reposition so wheels are
in the correct position on the rail.

STEP 3
Repeat STEP 1 using the left-hand door and
FRONT slot.
Holding glass door with two hands,
lift top of door into the FRONT slot at the
top of the showcase. Lift until top of glass
touches top of slot.

STEP 4
Repeat STEP 2, and while door panel is still lifted, swing
bottom of panel towards showcase until wheels are positioned
over the FRONT RAIL, then lower door gently so wheels are
resting on the rail.
Door should now slide right and left along rail.
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